
Arrival/Departure
7:10 / 7:20

Arrival / Departure
8:00 / 8:30

8:55 / 9:05

Bus No.1
Driver︓Mr.Mibu

Arrival / Departure
7:30 / 7:40

9:45 / 10:459:15 / 9:25

2022 Asia Pacifics, Para World in Hiroshima Omotenashi Bus

2022.10.22(Sat.) AM and 23(Sun.) AM 

Hilton Hiroshima

Hilton Hiroshima Daiwa Roynet Hotel 
Hiroshima Ekimae

Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

1st loop

2nd loop Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

Note:
※Capacity is 16: 14 seats＋2 wheelchair space but the capacity is subject to be reduced due to size and shape constraints.
※We kindly ask you to bring with you someone giving care to wheelchair user(s). 
※Travel time is subject to change due to traffic jam. 
※If you have a big concern on travel time, please take a local bus or a taxi at your expense. 
※3rd loop should be crowded in our estimation, so we recommend you to make some gropes in your delegation and send one to 
Omotenashi bus and others a local bus or taxi at your expense.    

Daiwa Roynet Hotel 
Hiroshima

Attention: Daiwa Roynet Hotel 
Hiroshima Ekimae is another hotel

3rd loop Hilton Hiroshima Daiwa Roynet Hotel 
Hiroshima Ekimae

11:10 / 11:20 11:30 / 11:40
Kannon Marina 

Dinghy Yard

12:00

Attention: Daiwa Roynet Hotel 
Hiroshima Ekimae is another hotel



Arrival/Departure
7:05 / 7:15

Arrival / Departure
8:00 / 8:20

8:50 / 9:00

Bus No.2
Driver︓Mr.Oe

Arrival / Departure
7:30 / 7:40

9:45/10:359:15 / 9:25

2022 Asia Pacifics, Para World in Hiroshima Omotenashi Bus

Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

1st loop

2nd loop Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

Hotel Mystays
Hiroshima Peace Park

Note:
※Capacity is 6: 4 seats＋2 wheelchair space but the capacity is subject to be reduced due to size and shape constraints.
※We kindly ask you to bring with you someone giving care to wheelchair user(s). 
※Travel time is subject to change due to traffic jam. 
※If you have a big concern on travel time, please take a local bus or a taxi at your expense. 
※3rd loop should be crowded in our estimation, so we recommend you to make some gropes in your delegation and 
send one to Omotenashi bus and others a local bus or taxi at your expense.    

Sotetsu Fresa Inn 
Hiroshima Station

Sotetsu Fresa Inn 
Hiroshima Station

Hotel Mystays
Hiroshima Peace Park

3rd loop

2022.10.22(Sat.) AM and 23(Sun.) AM 

Sotetsu Fresa Inn 
Hiroshima Station

Hotel Mystays
Hiroshima Peace Park

Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

11:05 / 11:15 11:30 / 11:40 12:00



Arrival/Departure
7:25 / 7:35

9:10 / 9:20

Bus No.3

Driver︓Mr.Ikeuchi(Fri.), Mr. Sasaki(Sat.)

Arrival / Departure
8:00 / 8:45

9:45 / 10:50

2022 Asia Pacifics, Para World in Hiroshima Omotenashi Bus

1st loop

2nd loop Kannon Marina 

Dinghy Yard

Toyoko Inn Hiroshima 

Heiwa-Odori

Toyoko Inn Hiroshima 

Heiwa-Odori

Kannon Marina 

Dinghy Yard

2022.10.22(Sat.) AM and 23(Sun.) AM 

3rd loop Toyoko Inn Hiroshima 

Heiwa-Odori
Kannon Marina 

Dinghy Yard

11:20 / 11:30 12:00

Note:
※Capacity is 6: 4 seats＋2 wheelchair space but the capacity is subject to be reduced due to size and shape constraints.

※We kindly ask you to bring with you someone giving care to wheelchair user(s). 
※Travel time is subject to change due to traffic jam. 

※If you have a big concern on travel time, please take a local bus or a taxi at your expense. 

※3rd loop should be crowded in our estimation, so we recommend you to make some gropes in your delegation and 
send one to Omotenashi bus and others a local bus or taxi at your expense.    



Arrival/Departure
7:30 / 7:40

9:15 / 9:25

Bus No.4
Driver︓Mr.Kamikouchi

Arrival / Departure
8:00 / 8:55

9:45 / 11:10

2022 Asia Pacifics, Para World in Hiroshima Omotenashi Bus

1st loop

2nd loop Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

Aster Plaza Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

Aster Plaza

2022.10.22(Sat.) AM and 23(Sun.) AM 

3rd loop Aster Plaza Kannon Marina 
Dinghy Yard

11:30 / 11:40 12:00

Note:
※Capacity is 6: 4 seats＋2 wheelchair space but the capacity is subject to be reduced due to size and shape constraints.
※We kindly ask you to bring with you someone giving care to wheelchair user(s). 
※Travel time is subject to change due to traffic jam. 
※If you have a big concern on travel time, please take a local bus or a taxi at your expense. 
※3rd loop should be crowded in our estimation, so we recommend you to make some gropes in your delegation and 
send one to Omotenashi bus and others a local bus or taxi at your expense.    


